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Abstract 
The objective of this study is to introduce a generalized population balance model for simulating spray fluidized bed 
agglomeration of non-porous particles by extending the recent works of Hussain et al. [9, 10]. In this context, the 
focus of this work is to model the average wet surface coverage fraction per wet particle and average success 
fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy on a macroscopic scale. Average wet surface coverage fraction 
per wet particle is modeled by assuming the steric hindrance to be constant and discretizing the surface area of 
primary particles into smaller areas. Moreover, an algorithm is presented which takes into account Stokes criterion 
to predict an average success fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy on a macroscopic scale.  
The proposed model with these variables is capable of predicting the particle size distribution, the total number of 
agglomerates, the total number of droplets and the total number of wet particles present in the system. The 
population balance model is validated by comparing its results with the experimental data. All comparisons show, at 
least qualitatively, good agreement, and the ability and generality of the proposed model to predict system dynamics 
with adequate accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 
Particulate processes such as crystallization, aerosol formation, precipitation, polymerization, agglomeration etc. 
appear in many branches of engineering and science. One of such processes is spray fluidized bed granulation 
(SFBG) which is widespread in industry because the products produced in a fluidized bed granulator have typical 
properties such as good flow behavior, excellent wetting and solubility behavior and very low dust content. 
Furthermore, SFBG offers an optimal choice to enhance the size of the particles by providing a compact design of 
the apparatus, intensive mixing, high heat and mass transfer rate and simultaneous wetting and drying of particles. 
Many daily life products such as instant milk, coffee beans, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals etc. are produced by means 
of fluidized beds.  
On a macroscopic scale, particulate processes such as SFBG are modeled by means of population balance 
equations (PBE), see, e.g., [1]. The one-dimensional (1D) PBE for pure agglomeration in a batch system with 
homogeneous distribution of particles and using particle volume as the internal coordinate is given by, e.g., [2] as 
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where n(v, t) is the number density function and β is the aggregation kernel. In literature, [3, 4, 5, 6], β(t, v, u) is 
usually partitioned in a product of so-called size dependent and size independent parts, 
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Here, u and v represent the sizes of the colliding particles. The pre-factor β0(t) can be thought of as an 
aggregation efficiency and depends on the time, operating conditions, moisture etc., i.e. on all parameters involved 
in the agglomeration process except the size of the particles. The latter is included in β*(u, v), which is assumed to 
reflect the influence of the flow field on the probability of collision between particles of different size.  
However, a major challenge in using PBE lies in the requirement of kinetics of the process in the form of an 
aggregation kernel. Almost all proposed aggregation kernels comprise of empirical factors which restricts their 
utility to some specific set of operating conditions, see, e.g., [5, 7, 8]. 
In the recent works of Hussain et al. [9, 10], an effort has been made to correlate the effect of process condition to 
spray fluidized bed aggregation kinetics by assuming the size-independent agglomeration process.  They proposed a 
new population balance model (PBM) which depends on total number of particles, total number of wet particles, 
collision frequency per particle, average success fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy during a 
collision at wet surface, and average wet surface coverage fraction per wet particle. For calculating the total number 
of wet particles at any time t in the system, the total number of droplets was required which was successfully 
modeled in their work. 
However, their work still requires modeling of some vital variables that are important to compare results of their 
proposed PBM with the lab-scale experiments. This includes modeling of average success fraction concerning the 
dissipation of kinetic energy during a collision at wet surface \  and average wet surface coverage fraction per wet 
particle K . The present work focuses on modeling of these variables.  
The PBM with the newly modeled variables is then utilized to predict the results under the process conditions of 
the lab-scale experiments of [11]. The process parameter binder mass flow rate has been varied to validate the 
prediction of the proposed PBM. The results of these simulations are then compared with the experimental results of 
[11]. 
2. New Population Balance Model 
2.1. General description 
The process of spray fluidized bed agglomeration for non-porous particles is modeled with the help population 
balances. Micro-processes such as collision of particles, addition of binder droplets, convective drying of droplets 
etc. are taken into account during modeling of the agglomeration process. The proposed PBM utilizes the ‘concept 
of positions’, [11], to simulate the agglomeration of particles. In this approach, the surface area of every particle is 
divided into sectors. The area of each sector is approximately set equal to the area blocked by a single primary 
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particle on successful collision, i.e. the number of sectors per primary particle determines the maximal coordination 
number of the primary particle. After a successful aggregation event one sector from each involved particle is set 
as ’blocked’ and does not contribute further to the aggregation process. The other sectors of the particles are still 
accounted as available area that can be utilized for droplet deposition and, hence, in agglomeration. This means that 
the shape of the particles is not necessarily taken as spherical in this approach. Moreover, the area of each sector is 
further subdivided into smaller areas called positions. The area of each position is approximately set equal to the 
surface footprint of a droplet. This implies, in a droplet deposition event one position is set as completely ’occupied 
or wet’.  More details on utilizing ‘concept of positions’ in modeling of population balances can be found in [10].  
Like other models, the proposed PBM in this work is also based on some simplifications and assumption which 
are listed as follows: 
 
x Collisions are size independent 
x Steric hindrance remains constant during agglomeration process 
x A droplet can not be deposited on a wet position 
x Only accessible droplets are considered for drying 
x Collisions at wet spots of two wet particles are neglected 
2.2. Population balance model 
The PBM comprises of three differential equations for the total number of particles ,p totN , the total number of 
wet particles ,p wetN , and the total number of droplets dropN , algebraic equations for the aggregation kernel 0E , 
collision frequency cf  and average wet surface coverage fraction per wet particle, along with model for computing 
average success fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy and the conventional one-dimensional PBE 
(equation (1)). Among these, models for 0E , ,p totN , ,p wetN ,  and dropN  are derived in [9, 10]. 
The frequency of collision per particle is calculated by using the model presented by [12] as, 
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In equation (2), gu is the superficial fluidization velocity and fixI and fixI are the solid volume fractions of the 
expanded and fixed beds, respectively. The pre-factor cF is taken to be 10
1m , as given in [11]. The mathematical 
expression  for 0E  is given by [9] as, 
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Here wdK  and wwK  are probabilities of collision at wet spot(s) in a wet collision. Similarly, the models for ,p totN , 
,p wetN ,  and dropN  are respectively given by [10] as, 
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In equations (5) and (6), the reduced number of wet particles, ,p wetN , is approximated by the following equation, 
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Here, t is the time over which equation (7) is to be integrated in the interval > @0,W at process time t and W is the 
characteristic drying time of a droplet. 
2.3. Modeling of accessible wet surface fraction 
The accessible average wet surface fraction per wet particle, K , is required to compute wdK  and wwK , which are 
further needed in the modeling of ,p wetN and dropN . This can be computed by taking the ratio of total wet area to 
the total area of wet particles. The base area of a droplet, dropA , is taken to be 
2
dropaS , where dropa  is the base radius 
of the spherical cap formed by a droplet. Therefore, the total wet area of wet particles can easily be calculated once 
we know the total number of droplets available in the system. Similarly, the total area of wet particles can be 
approximated by multiplying the mean surface area of the particles, pA , with the total number of wet particles. The 
mathematical equation for calculating K , then, can be written as 
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The mean surface area of irregular particles is approximated by the following equation,  
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Here, l is the number of primary particles in the largest agglomerate, posppN is the number of positions per primary 
particle, sppN  is the number of sectors per primary particle and ,p iN  is the number of agglomerates with i primary 
particles. Equation (9) assumes that in every binary agglomeration event two sectors (one from each particle) is 
blocked. In order to compute wdK  and wwK we assume that all colliding particles have the same average wet surface 
coverage fraction at time t. Under this assumption the probability of wet-dry collision (a collision in which one wet 
and one dry particle is involved) at a wet position merely becomes equal to K , 
 wdK K . (10) 
Similarly, under the same assumption, wwK can also be easily approximated by using simple theory of probability 
as, 
 22wwK K K KK K K     . (11) 
2.4. Modeling of average Stokes criterion 
 The average success fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy is computed by using the Stokes 
criterion given by [13] as,  
 2
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Here, cu is the collision velocity; lP  is binder viscosity; ah  is the height of asperities; e is the restitution 
coefficient; pM  and pd  are average mass and diameter of the colliding particles, respectively; coalSt  is the Stokes 
number for coalescence and critcoalSt  is the critical Stokes number. If 
crit
coal coalSt St , then the kinetic energy of the 
colliding particles is taken to be dissipated by the liquid layer.  
In order to reflect this microscale effect of Stokes criterion on macroscale, we first need to define an equivalent 
diameter of an agglomerate composed of i  primary particles as, 
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where ppd  is the diameter of a primary particle; and ppH represents the porosity of the agglomerate. More details on 
derivation of the above formula can be found in [11]. Consequently, the mean diameter of the particle size 
distribution at time t can be calculated as 
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Proceeding now to explain the algorithm of computing the probability of dissipation of kinetic energy, we pick 
up some uniformly distributed points from the interval > @0,W . Note that W  represents the drying time of a droplet. 
Starting with one of the selected points we calculate the height h  of the binder droplet from the following equation, 
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  Here, 0h is the initial height of the deposited droplet; N  is the gas-side mass transfer coefficient; gU and wU  are 
densities of gas and water, respectively; gM  and wM  are molecular weights of gas and water, respectively; 
*
vP  and 
P are the saturation vapor pressure and system pressure, respectively; gy is the molar vapor fraction in the gas bulk, 
and T  is the droplet-particle contact angle. It is then checked if the Stokes criterion is satisfied for collision at wet 
surface with binder height h between two particles of the same diameter pd . The process is repeated by taking a 
different time point, and the average success of the Stokes criterion gives the desired probability of dissipation of 
kinetic energy. In our simulation, we take 1000 uniformly distributed time points from > @0,W at any time t and check 
the Stokes criterion. If the Stokes criterion is satisfied, a function \  is set equal to 1 otherwise to 0. The average 
value of \  provides us an estimate of the overall success fraction \  at time t. 
3. Results and Discussion 
To validate the proposed model, the spray fluidized bed agglomeration process has been simulated with a mono-
dispersed initial particle size distribution (PSD) of spherical, non-porous and non-deformable primary particles and 
results are compared against the experimental data of [11].  These experiments were performed in a batch mode with 
glass beads, and hydroxypropyl-methylcellulose in aqueous solution was used as a binder. For numerical solution of 
the PBM, equation (1) is discretized linearly in the size domain and then solved along with the other equations using 
the ode45 solver in MATLAB.   
3.1. Process conditions 
In this frame, a process parameter namely the binder mass flow rate, Ṁl, has been varied to validate the PBM. 
The description of the different simulations with varied values of the parameter is summarized in Table 1.   
 
            Table 1: Denotations with varying binder mass flow rate 
 
PBM 
Simulations 
Binder mass flow rate »¼
º«¬
ª
h
g
  
Exp. 
Labels 
PBM-1 100 Exp -1 
PBM-2 300 Exp -2 
PBM-3 500 Exp -3 
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The labels PBM-1, PBM-2 and PBM-3 represent the PBM simulations with mass flow rate of 100 g/h, 300 g/h 
and 500 g/h, respectively. The corresponding experimental results are denoted by Exp-1, Exp-2 and Exp-3.  The 
other process conditions and material properties required to run the simulations are given in Table 2.  
 
            Table 2: Process conditions and material properties 
 
Parameter Symbol Quantity unit 
Bed mass bedM  500 g  
Primary particle diameter ppd  0.4 mm  
Particle density pU  2400 3mkg  
Asperities height ah  10 mP  
Coefficient of restitution e  0.8 - 
Droplet diameter dropd  80 mP  
Contact angle T  40 degree 
Binder mass fraction bx  8 wt % 
Binder liquid density lU  1020 3mkg  
Collision velocity, mean value cu  0.675 sm  
Fluidization velocity gu  1.35 sm  
Gas inlet temperature ingT  30 Co  
Molar fraction of vapor in the gas gy~  0.0023 - 0.0086 - 
Moisture content in the gas gY  1.4 - 5.4 kgg  
Initial number of primary particles in  
MC simulation box 0,,MCppN  8000 - 
3.2. Effect of binder mass flow rate 
The results for particle number density distributions from PBM simulations and experiments at time t = 90 s are 
shown in Figure 1. As observed from Figures 1a and 1b, both PBM and experiments tend to have broader 
distribution with increasing binder mass flow rate. The same behavior is better visible in Figure 2, which depicts the 
cumulative density distributions corresponding to the PSDs of Figure 1.  
 
It is evident that with increasing binder mass flow rate the concentration of droplets in a unit of time increases 
and, therefore, the probability and the success rate of wet collision also increases. This results in a higher 
aggregation rate, so that larger variances of the PSD are usually expected. The PBM follows this trend precisely and 
shows a good match with the measured distributions for all values of Ṁl (Figures 1a and 2a).  
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Figure 1. Number density distribution at t = 90 s with variation in binder mass flow rate: a) PBM results, b) experimental results. 
 
Figure 3 presents the comparison of β0s and total number of particles extracted from experiments and predicted 
by the PBM for the conducted variation of Ṁl. As expected, the highest values of β0 are extracted from Exp-6 that 
has the largest binder mass flow rate of 500 g/h. Similarly, the second largest values of β0 are extracted from Exp-5 
(with Ṁl = 300 g/h) and the lowest values of β0 are found in the case of Exp-01 (with Ṁl = 100 g/h). 
 
It should be noted that the extracted values of β0 may have numerical inaccuracies, especially in the case of Exp-
3 as the experimental values are known only at four points in time. The PBM, however, reflects the above 
mentioned behavior correctly and predicts the aggregation efficiencies for all values of Ṁl with good accuracy. 
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Figure 2. Cumulative density distribution at t = 90 s with variation in binder mass flow rate: a) PBM results, b) experimental results. 
 
The final comparison of PBM and experimental results is done in Figure 3b for the temporal changes of the total 
number of particles. Once again, the PBM successfully captures the effect of change in Ṁl, and prediction of the 
total number of particles show a relatively good match with the experimental results. Apart from taking over the 
value of Fc from [11], no other fitting of any kind was performed in the present work. 
  
Considering this complete lack of adjustment, the PBM shows, in general, a reasonable agreement with the 
particle size distributions and other results of the experiments for all investigated values of mass flow rate. This 
reveals its capability to predict results with good accuracy in rather general conditions and with almost no fitting.  
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Figure 3. Influence of binder mass flow rate: a) Extracted and predicted rate constants, b) decay of total number of particles. 
 
4. Conclusions 
In this work, a new approach regarding the simulation of SFBG using population balances presented by [9, 10] 
was further extended by modeling the average wet surface coverage fraction per wet particle and average success 
fraction concerning the dissipation of kinetic energy. The proposed PBM in this context was then validated by 
comparing its results with the experimental work of [11] for changing binder mass flow rate. In all investigated 
scenarios, almost all results of the PBM show a good match with the experimental results. Furthermore, the 
proposed PBM is able to predict quantities which are difficult to measure experimentally, e.g., the total number of 
wet particles and the total number of droplets.  
The proposed PBM, in principle, did not rely on any parameter fitting other than of the pre-factor Fc that appears 
in the calculation of collision frequency in equation (2). Increasing insight in the fluid dynamics of fluidized beds 
may remove the necessity for even this fitting in future. The PBM may also be improved by employing better micro-
process models, especially for droplet drying. Nonetheless, we hope that the proposed modeling technique was quite 
novel in its nature and could serve as a base for further investigation in modeling of wet granulation processes.  
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